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Poverty Law: A Philosophy of .Priorities
Editor's Note: Loren-Mitchell is a well experienced
Determining priorities is necessarily at least a two
legal services attorney. He was formerly the managing
step process. First' one must decide on philosophic
attorney for Adams County Legal Aid Society in
goals, that is, what would he like to have happen if he
Brighton, Colorado. This fall he becamea director of
could accomplish it. Second, one must analyze each
legal servicesin the San Prsnctsco area. The following
.case or type of case, list the possible dispositons of the
memorandum was' first given to a group of law
case, and then determine whether and to what extent
students who were about to spend a summer working
each possible disposition advances, retards, or 'has no
for the Legal Aid Society of Metropolitan Denver. It is
effect on the desired philosophic goal.
a statement of Mr. Mitchell's goalsand priorities in the
This paper will not discuss the desirability of
legal servicesarea.
particular philosophic goals but will merely outline·
three fairly common goals of the poverty war and then
by Loren Mitchell .
proceed to analyze the effectiveness of certain types of
The discussion herein isIntended to serve as a guide
cases in achieving each goal. One final bit of
for determining priorities for legal services projects,
hedging-obviously
extrinsic _factors
are always
however, most of the discussion is ,evaluation and
considered in determining priorities, for example, what
analysis of evaluation techniques since evaluation and
. will be the reaction of the poverty community, the
priorities are inextricably linked..
'
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local bar, and various administrative types who have
· some power over the individual legal services attorney.
These are basically political questions which should not
· be considered at this point. Once certain activities or
types of cases are determined to be of high priority
they' should be re-evaluated in light of the various
'.extrinsic factors, but not before. This paper makes no
· attempt to deal with extrinsic factors which may affect
priorities.
I. Philosophic Goals
A. A philosophic goal of many persons of divergent
views including Richard Nixon, Bert Griffin, FloydMcKissick, and Robert Williams is organization. of the
poor. Thus legal services cases which tend to assist in
· organizing would be of high priority. This is essentially
(See LEGAL SERVICES, p. 21
o
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House Votes on Equal
Rights Tomorrow
by Linda Colvard Dorian
With the vote -by the House of Representatives on the Equal
Rights Amendment, women's historical struggle for equality under
the law may well have entered a new phase. The Equal Rights
Amendment has been introduced in Congress in one 'form or
another since 1923. It reads, simply, that "Equality of rights of any
person under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of sex." This year for the first
time, it stands a good chance of passing the House.
-. The -ERA comes before the House with the Wiggins Amendment
attached to it, and the Wiggins Amendment will be voted on first.
The ERA is expected to pass with relatively little difficulty if the
Wiggins Amendment is defeated; The Wiggins Amendment states
that "This article shall not impair the validity of any law of the
United States which exempts a
person
from
compulsory
military service or any other law
of the United States or any State
which reasonably promotes the
health and safety of the people."
ERA supporters are united in
their belief that the Wiggins
Amendment
would hopelessly
by Howard Rosenthal
cripple the concept of full
Lawyers and law students equality for women, by allowing
who take bar examinations in stereotyped notions of women's
jurisdictions
other than the proper "place" to affect judicial
District
of Columbia,
in interpretations
of the best
anticipation of being admitted interest of "the health and
to the District bar in six months,
safety of the people:'
may this spring discover that a
new five-year reciprocity law
will be in effect.
Can anyone still doubt that a
Information
regarding the .. strong
constitutional
pending change in reciprocity
amendment
is necessary to
requirements has gradually been combat the discrimination that
filtering throughout
the legal women confront in our society?
community in the District. Law Women earn 40% less than men
school placement offices and law with equivalent training. 61% of
firms have discreetly dropped
the families in the U.S. which
hints regarding the expected
are 1iving in poverty are headed
change, and at least one source by females. Women have only
close to the government - has token representation in positions
already described it as being of power in this country; one
"well beyond the rumor stage." woman in the Senate, 12 in the
A formal
announcement
House, and NONE on the
regarding the change-by
the Supreme Court.
District Court of Appeals is
Proponents of equal rights
expected shortly.
for women believe that the ERA
At the present time, the is the most effective means of
District
of
Columbia
bar obtaining equality before the
examination is administered by law. The two other methods
the Committee on Admissions include the extension to sex
and Grievances of the United discrimination of the doctrines
States Court of Appeals for the of district judicial review under
District of Columbia. Under the the Equal Protection Clause of
Committee's
adminstration,
the
14th Amendment,
and
attorneys
who
have been piecemeal revision of existing
admitted to the bar in other federal and state laws: these
jurisdictions for a period of at met hod s are
see n as
least
six months
may be time-consuming
and probably
admitted to the District bar ineffective.

D.C. to End
6 Month
Rec!procity

(See RECIPROCITY, p, 2)

(See EQUAL RIGHTS, p. 7)

Students

do not seem very interested

in the case method; during this recent class at NLC

NLC Outranked in Clinical
law by Other Schools
The above arguments are well
by Steven Ritner
Trade
Practice,"
Professor
The National Law Center at
Reitze's Environmental program, illustrated by examining some of
Washington's other law schools.
George Wasliington University,
and
Professor
Rothschild's
Georgetown
University
Law
at one time a harbinger of
"Consumer
Protection."
has
a variety
of
clinical legal education, has been
However, because of either the School
during the past· two years
lack of administrative or faculty diversified programs including:
surpassed in this field by many .incentive, or the filling of the one where law students are
to handle petty
of the nation's law schools,
few available positions, only permitted
including some in the District of
approximately one-sixth of GW's midemeanor cases run by Phil
and Legal Intern
.Columbia.
large student enrollment takes Hirshkoff
Attorneys, a seminar in legal
The
Law
Center, while
tWQ credits of clinical education
activism taught by Jor Page, and
, during a given semester.
espousing
an
official
a
clinical law program run by
administrative commitment
to
The National Law Center has
clinical education, has in reality
allocated virtually no funds to Vic Kramer who has no other
. failed to implement into its
subsidize clinical law projects. teaching responsibilities. Howard
curriculum
the
innovative
Even the above courses do not University Law School has an
clinical
strategies
recently
exist because of Law Center intern program where third year
law students participate in every
.developed at other law schools.
assistance. Professor Rothschild
GW's present system allows
received an outside grant in - phase of a case from the initial
students
four
credits
of
order to operate his consumer interview to the trial. This
independent clinical work during
protection
center.
Professor program is run by a fully paid
their three years of study. For
Banzhaf pays his assistant, who attorney, Ike Madison. Catholic
the most part, such work is is essential for the operation of University has its own storefront
supervised by other students
his student projects, from the office in which third year
st uden ts counsel
indigents
through student. organizations,
funds of another organization.
with the Legal Aid Bureau
Professor
Reitz negotiated
a supervised by aggressive young
Roger
Wolff.
consuming
most
of the
quarter of a million dollars grant lawyer,
GW has no full-time clinical
manpower.
Further
clinical
from the Ford Foundation to
experience
may be gathered
enable him to run Law 509, his law professor. The professors
through
courses
such
as environmental
law clinical
(See CLINICAL LAW, p, 6)
program.
Professor
Banzhaf's
"Unfair
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Poverty lawyer Cites Goals'and Priorities
an interest-power group philosophy, i.e., persons with
similar intersts organize, develop power of various'
kinds, and then advance their common interests
through exercise of their power. This is the traditional'
"American" method of problem solving. The role of,
legal services in this philosophy
is to make
organization, development, and exercise of power
easier for interest-power groups which would otherwise
not have access to legal services. In this philosophy
legal services attorneys should not concern themselves
with the substantive, moral or philosophic value of a .
.case but only with the effect on organization of the'
poor.
B. Availability of money (goods and services): A
second philosophic goal of the poverty war is to ensure
that ali persons have a basic quantity of money (money
as used herein means consumer goods and services as
well as cash) roughly equivalent to the quantity
available to the average resident of the United States.
Legal services cases which tend to advance the equality
of distribution of money are of high priority. This is
the traditional social-Democratic approach to problem
solving which has been growing in popularity in the
United States over the last 35 years.

C. Freedom: A third philosophic goal, also held
by numerous persons of divergent philosophies is that
of freedom from interference with the person by
governments
or other
private, individuals. This
philosophy does not concern the distribution of
property directly, but only the relationships between
people. It postulates that any of a variety of property
distribution
arrangements
would, be acceptable
provided that the arrangement is accompanied by
maximum individual freedom. This is traditional John
Stuart Mill philosophy, often with alterations, and
most recently espoused hippie philosophers.
, ,'II. Priority CaseS '
A. Organization: The following cases should have
top priority if the principal goal is organization of the
poor:
,
1. Legal pr~blemsZ of'for'~ing'1
and 'operat'ing
o rga n izations,
for example,
incorporation,
tax
reporting, conduct of meetings and elections, licensing
and zoning requirements
for businesses.
Legal
assistance on these problems will tend to make
organizing much easier. '

2. Cases which require substantial personal acti'vity
by members of the group to be organized, for example,
rent strikes, consumer
boycotts,inequitable
'or
discriminating
employment
practices,
disciplinary
procedure
in schools,
inadequate
or dishonest
substantive content in schools, availability of college
education to the poor, inadequacy of welfare grants,
unavailability of food stamps, unfair or improper
procedures in appointing governmental officials or in
distributing government largesse {model cities, urban
renewal.Tpublic housing, welfare, Legal Aid, OEO,
,

etc.). These types of cases have the potential to assist in,
organizing because they should involvedirect action by
potential group members in addition to action by
attorneys. Any legal action should be accompanied by
strikes, boycotts,
pickets, other demonstrations,
letters, phone calls" newspaper publicity, and 'general
hell raising. If a favorable result is achieved, the active
members of the group will feel that they achieved the
result-not that the man in guise of legal aid attorney
did for them what they could not do for themselves.
3. Cases which tend to diminish interference by
extrinsic forces, with the group to be organized, the
two most important areas here are police practices and
disciplinary
procedure
in schools. Local police
normally keep lists of organizations which they
consider potentially disruptive; lists are also kept of
members, associates, or persons connected with such
organizations'
and these members
are closely
scrutinized and often harassed.
Similar, tactics are employed by school officials.
Groups are closely scrutinized and school officials have
enormous power to discourage organization of groups
which they dislike. Any legal action which tends to
diminish this activity by police and school officials will
make organizing much easier.
4. Any legal assistance of any type needed by a'
strong or potentially
strong organizer or group
member. Often legal problems will substantially
interfere with the work of an otherwise strong
communitv person. These problems may be domestic
relations, consumer, bankruptcy, minor criminal or
anything imaginable. If handling this case _for this
person would enable him to operate much more
effectively, it should be handled. This category is
potentially openended
and should be used very
sparingly:
B.' Availability of Money: The following cases
should have top priority if. the' principal goal is
availability of money.to the poor:
'
1. Cases which tend to make money available on a
roughly equal basis without the traditional "American"
criteria of talent, hard work, and puritan-Calivinistic
good morals," for example; welfare allotments based
strictly on need, inadequate
welfare allotments,
inadequate
housing, inadequate
public utilities,
(including requirement of deposits, cutting off service),
availability of legal services and medical services,
discrimination in employment, education, housing and
, public accommodations, tax discriminatiqns against the
poor such as the dsicrimination between homeowners,
and renter's availability and cost of insurance,
inadequate police services.
2. Cases which tend to protect the money which is
already available to 'the poor, for example, cases
restricting garnishment, attachment
and execution,
restricting contempt remedies for non-payment of
judgments, restricting out-of-court creditor remedies

recent months of a change in the
District
reci-procity
requirements, many law students
and
attorneys
have voiced
concern over the implications,
many law students and attorneys
have voiced concern over the
implications of such a move.
While
any change of that nature
reciprocity requirements.
would
naturally cause concern in
One of the purposes of
any
jurisdiction,
the reaction is
requiring bar examinations, "and
limiting reciprocity, is to protect especially strong in a jurisdiction
the already admitted members with the many special features
un iq ue to the District of
of the bar of a given jurisdiction
Columbia.
'
from, excessive competition by
restricting the entry of new
Washington, after all, is not
attorneys to that jurisdiction. A merely the, equivalent of the
reciprocity law which requires semi-sovereign status of one of
attorneys to remain for five the fifty states. It is the seat of
years in the jurisdiction in which the Federal judiciary, home of
they take the bar examination,
all 'the
Federal
regulatory
before becoming eligible for agencies, and the point of origin
reciprocity, greatly inhibits the of all Federal legislation, and of
likelihood that they will seek to
Executive decisions as well. As a
leave that jurisdiction for the direct result of its unique status,
one the law is designed, to, the
nation's
capital
has
protect. An attorney who has traditionally
had a magneticalready been practicing law in attraction for attorneys from all
one area for, five years will sections of the United States. A
usually be too established to
major change in the District's
want to move, and thus that
reciprocity requirements would
source of potential competition
radically alter this traditional,
will be greatly reduced .:
in flu x 0 f attorneys
to
With the spread of rumors in Washington.
'

RECIPROCITY,
from p.l-------'---

Court -of Appeals to
Change BorLow
without taking the District bar
examination.
'
In
April,
however,
jurisdiction
over
the
administration
of the: bar
examination will shift to the
District of Columbia Court of
Appeals, as a result of the Court
Reorganization Act. The District
Court will not be required to
continue the practices of the
Committee, and changes in the
rules for admission can be
expected at that time. One such,
"expected
change is in the!

FOGGY BOTTOM GIFTS

2304 Washington Circle
Washington, D. C. 20037
tel: 965-1325

OPEN 9 till 6

(such as harassment by creditor). increasing scope of
exemption
coverage, make exemptions
easier to
establish, requiring creditors to prove property is not
exempt before it can be attached, restricting door to
door sales, referral sales and other, duress-type sales
practices, abolishing all deficiency claims, abolishing
holder in due course defenses, opposing regressive tax
structures, protecting right to drive except on basis of
poor driving ability.
3. Cases which allow poor people to redress their
grievances more easily and effectively through
traditional channels, for example, free access to courts
without the necessity of paying costs or posting bonds,
adequate legal representation, expansion of cases which
cannot be pursued without a lawyer for the defense,
expansion of notice and fair hearing requirements for
adminnistrative actions, effective representation for the
poor in traditional governmental procedures such as
elections, appointments, and legislation.
Please Note-Although
the availability of legal
services is listed as a high .prlority item it is not
suggested that our present operation attempt to
expand our direct individual services with our present
staff. Rather I suggest institutional type lawsuits which
_ will force public or private sources to provide the legal
services on an adequate basis.
.
C. Freedom: The following cases should have top
priority if the principal goal is freedom of the person:
1. Cases
involving restrictions
imposed on
governmental largesse which are not relevant to the
persons rieed, for example, dress and conduct codes in
schools, birth control requirements for welfare or
public housing, deprivation of parental support or cafe
for AFDC, disability criteria for Welfare or Social
Security, willingness to work for unemployment
benefits (will you cut your hair, take a bath, etc.)
2. Governmental action which invades the privacy
of and discriminates against the poor, for example,
vagrancy statutes, police surveillance and harassment'
military and the draft, mental commitmentprocedure:
3. Private persons activities which interfere with
privacy, for example, door to door salesmen, referral
sales, telephone solicitation, contact with employers,
credit reporting.
In order to narrow down the above lists of priorities
one should next consider the following factors:
1. How widespread is this particular evil?
2. Is some other agency, group, or person available
to attact the problem? If so, how effectively?
3. What are my chances of succeeding with this
lawsu it at this time?
,
4. If my chances of success in court are poor, then:
a. Will the case provide a good organizing vehicle?
b. Will I be establishing a precedent difficult to
surmount later or will the case merely be buried in the
labyrinth of the trial court clerk's office?
5. How will the poverty community, the local bar,
legal services and OEO administrators react? Can I or
the program withstand the reaction? Is this case worth
the chance at this time?

STATEMENT OF LAW
Where nonpayment of rent is the cause of
forfeiture, the acceptance of rent accruing
after the foi-feiture relied on is a waiver thereof.

It is a generally accepted principle of law that any act done
by a landlord knowing of a cause of or right of forfeiture,
which affirms the existence of the lease and recognizes the
lessee as his tenant, is a waiver of the right to delcare and
enforce the forfeiture. 109 ALR 1267.
Thus, upon the theory that the occurrence of a cause of
.forfeitur:egives the lessor an election to declare the lease at the
end or to overlook the breach and allow the lease to remain ln
force, it is generally held that the acceptance of rent which
accures after a breach of covenentorcondition
or a lease, with
knowledge of such breach, constitutes a waiver of the right to'
forfeit the lease on account of such breach. 109 ALR 1269.
Where nonpayment of rent is the cause of forfeiture the
acceptance of rent accruing after the forfeiture relied on is a
waiver thereof. 109 ALR 1273.

dave' scleaners ~,
Specializing in SOlVing,AL L your
CLEANING PROBLEMS
Dry Cleaning - Same Day Shirt Ser~ice
Repairs and Alterations

Hours:
Daily. 7:30-6:45 pm
Sat.• 8:90-6:00 pm

if.K "
•

'I

,

.
"

2008 Eye St., N.W.
Washingt'Jn, D.C.
Tel. 337-9851

10%discount to all students
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Meet Pat Richter, 30

,a 'former

Washington

Redskin
a Lawyer

He, Can Read 1825
Words per Minute.
Watching Pat's hand fly over the pages (his
hand acts as a pacer) you can't believe that
he's actually reading. He must be skimming.
But he's not. LAW READING DYNAMICS is
designed to refine the most valuable skill
possessed in the legal field. From the
neophyte law student to the most successful
attorney it is highly apparent that efficient
. reading is ~he most vital aspect of the law.

To be able to analyze briefs, case studies,
and legal textbooks
not only demands
intellectual strength but also a well-oriented
and
logically
structured
process for
interpretive reading. To establish incisive
judgment which develops is a fundamental
and vital aspect in the field of law. "Reading
dynamically," says Pat, "has really unlocked
the door of education to me. Before, reading
was -a necessary evil. Now it is a definite
pleasure. "

You may not learn to read quite as fast as
'Pat Richter (and then again you might), but
the nationally known Reading Dynamics
Institute guarantees that you'll at least triple
your
reading
efficiency
with
good
comprehension-or
receive a full tuition
refund.

Some of the skills
you acquire, in the
Reading Dynamics
Course
In Reading Dynamics you learn to read
faster naturally-without
mechanical devices
and without losing the natural enjoyment or
flavor of reading. Nor do you skim or skip.
You triple your present rate by' taking in
entire thoughts at one time.
The course consists of eight weekly
sessions of two and one half hours each. When
you complete this course you will be a better
reader as well as a faster reader. Here are some
of the skills that are taught in the Reading
Dynamics Course:
'
• How to read without hearing and saying
all the words
• How to read more than one word at a time
• How to see and understand groups of words
'out of order
'
• How to find the thought in a paragraph
• How to read witha definite pre-established
purpose
• How to remember what you read
.• How to read smoothly down the page
as well as from left to right
• How to adjust your speed to different
kinds of material-that is, to be a flexible
reader
'. How to use your hand to pace your reading
• How to preview a book
,
• How to read newspapers and magazines
• How to read technical-journals,
texts, re-

,ports
., How to read Classics and conceptual material
• How to make permanent recall records
• How to take lecture notes
• ' How to study for a test
• How to' stabilize your speed and comprehension
• 'How to review material
...REFUND POLICY
We gl:larantelS.toine-reasethe·.reading effiCiency ,
of each student ATtEAST 3 times with good com-.
prehension. We. ~JJJr~fund the entire tuition to::
any student who~.ci.fter.
completing~inimum class
and study r13QllTremerits,
does notot.leost ' triple
his reading ~ffidericy as measured by beginning
and ending t~ls.
'

FREE MINI-LESSON
LEARN HOW YOU
CAN BECOME
A SPEED READER!

ATTEND A 45 MINUTE
DEMONSTRATION OF
THIS FASCINATING
TECHNIQUE'

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 13

1 p.m. & 8 p.m.

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 14

1 p.m. & 8 p.m.

National Law Center
Room 31
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Editorials

NlC Fails in its Obligation

New Curriculum Needed
A few years ago the National Law Center was a leader in the
concept of clinical law. Apparently at that time, the school's
administration and faculty realized thatthe function of classroom
education is limited to supplying the future lawyer with a basic
knowledge of the tools of his profession. However, the lawyer
manufactured
directly from the classroom had very little
.conception of the manner' and priorities in which his knowledge
should be applied.
David Bazelon, chief judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington, D.C., charged in a recent speech: "Almost no consumer
of legal education is satisfied with the product." Law Schools seem
to "smother students' sensitivity to injustice," he contended. "One
way to make sure students know injustice is to give them some'
first-hand experience with the miseries and "Sufferings of real
people," he added.
.
As indicated by the article on the first page of this issue, GW
Law School's present clinical programs are not comparable to those
in many of our nation's other law schools. Whether this loss in
status Was caused bya conscious effort to curtail our clinical
programs, as critics of the Law Center's severance with the ULI will
argue, or was because of mere complacency is irrelevant. What is
important is 'that the school must redesign its curriculum structure
to place more student's energy into clinical law.
Certainly it is true that the National Law Center offers one of
the most comprehensive range of classroom courses of any law
school in the country. However, no matter how well diversified is
the course offering, it cannot be a substitute for clinical experience.
As long as law school remains a three year program, there is ample.
room for both learning the basic skills and learning how to use those
skills.
At least one full-time and several part-time attorneys should be
hired to coordinate and develop more comprehensive clinical
programs. This should bedone even at the cost of terminating the
hiring of other part-time professors. GW should also follow the
paths of some other schools, such as Harvard, Yale and Michigan
and give a semester's credit for various agency' and clinical project
work. It should also be the duty of the administration and faculty,
as well as the students, to contact Washington lawyers and law firms
to see where new clinical opportunities might exist.
The traditional methods of legal education' have served us for
quite some time, but they have not necessarily been proven to be
the most effective. New ideas and methods deserve evaluation and
opportunites to be tested.

to Recruit Women
by Katherine Mazzaferri
The
administration
has
consistently shunned its duty to
recruit women to the NLC. It
appears that the Student Bar
Association
would
like to
emulate that policy.
On September 30, 1971, the
full SBA debated the issue of
whether to give the Women's
Rights Committee funds for the
recruitment of women. The logic
and decision of the members of
the student-elected body speak
for themselves. According to one
gentleman,
Dean Kirkpatrick
had told him that the NLC does
in fact "recruit" women. No
member of the Assembly asked
for
any
details
of this
"recruitment" program. Instead,'
they quickly chose an easy
avenue
of
avoiding
confrontation with the real issue
by delving into the procedural
question
of duplication
of
effort.
Although
the effort
which
was
presumably
in
jeopardy of being duplicated was
never specified, several members
pointed out that there was no
need for the SBA to concern
itself with a matter which the
administration claimed to have
under control.

Debate continued, however,
and another gentleman asked the
student
who presented
the
matter if recruitment had been
discussed with the Dean. She
replied that it had, in the spring
of 1971 and that the Dean had
indicated' that the recruitment
budget for the 1971·72 year had
already been set in the fallof 1970.
Therefore,
it was generally'
understood that the affirmative
THE ADVOCATE was established by students to give the
recruitment of women was not,
National Law Center and the University community a forum to
could
not and would not be a
place their thoughts, ideas and beliefs. This was outlined in the
part
of
that budget. An SBA
newspaper's first editorial:
.
member
concluded
with a
"THE ADVOCATE assumes that the law-trained must answer
well-reasoned argument. If the
writer Paul Goodman's question whether we are to be people or
personnel. As people we must operate with values always in mind, . administration saw no necessity
to recruit women, then neither
in the context of the open struggle amongst different ideas, with an
should the SBA. The concensus
individual mind and conscience, free of the leadership of the herd
of the SBA therefore seems to
mentality, and with a dedication to improving thequality of life in
consist of two syllogisms: if the
the community. Our ears, our staff membership, and our pages are
administration
is fulfilling' its
open as an advocate for all who wish to participate."
obligation to recruit women,
In its third year of operation, THE ADVOCATE finds that the
then the SBA need not attend to .
above objective is failing. Apparently this school's students, faculty
it; and alternatively,
if the
and administration are more engrossed in getting through the
administration
is
not
fulfilling
insipid tasks of law school life, than in using their minds to enhance
that obligation, then why should
the flow of information and ideas within the school, and thus
improve it. THE ADVOCATE is not receiving nearly the amount of
quality material it should be from the members of the school
community.
This newspaper belongs to all. Access to a page of print is
achieved by merely writing thoughts on a piece of paper. THE
by Chris Dynes
ADVOCATE can serve no useful purpose as an information outlet
and Mike Grace
for a handful of people. Any community can only be improved
It struck us as incredulous
. through a better understanding of its purpose and direction. This
that a disbarred attorney could
understanding can only develop through a constant exchange of
ever again be reinstated into the
ideas, and this exchange cannot be achieved by writing graffitti on
profession. But it does happen.
the bathroom walls. It must be available in a forum where all can
After examining the process
see and interpret, For people to limit their complaints to their
in more detail we think that
immediate friends or family presents nothing more than further
reinstatement, under appropriate
reasons to complain. On the other hand, for people to limit their
conditions, is consistent with the
good thoughts and ideas to their close circle is a selfish act indeed.
ideals of the profession.
It is the belief of TH E ADVOCATE that a newspaper can only
. At the root of all this is the
reflect the life of the community which it serves. If the newspaper
consistent standard that, just as
dies, it can only be because the community is dead. Your articles
great lengths are gone to ensure
and comments are necessary for the life of this newspaper and this
the quality of the new attorney,
school.
there
is a fundamental
trust-almost
a presumption-than an admitted attorney
has acted ethically and correctly.
Editor-in-Chief
•••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••
Gene Mechanic
This in turn leads to a careful
Features Editor
., ••••••••••
, •••••••••••••••.••
Harold Gordon
and varied process of disciplining
Copy Editor •..• , ••••.••..•••••.•••.••••••.••.•
Linda DorIan,
when
that process is regretfully
News Editor ••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••...
Kathy Mazzaferrl
invoked. The predilection runs
Photography
Editor •.••••••
, ••••.••.•••
Cathy Wallder, DIck Burt
Editorial Page Editor •••••••.
, ••••••.•.•••••.••••
Jim Krugman
deep. Thus, there is generally no
Contributing
Editor ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••
Buffy Crow
prescribed discipline for any.
Business Manager ••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•
.', David Ontell
particular
type of improper
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The Advo(afe

the SBA attend to it?
The SBA did offer, however,
that a committee
might be
convened to meet with the.
administration
and discuss' the
problem. In the eyes of many
this would be a futile effort for
two reasons. First, at the outset,
the administration
does not
understand
what "affirmative
recruitment"
means. Presently,
whenever a GW professor visits
Columbia
University,
for
example, if a Barnard woman
sees a notice of that impending
visit in the Columbia newspaper,
she will be permitted to interview
that GW professor. In addition,
throughout the fall one or two
other
prestigious·
women's
schools may be visited by GW.
That
is not
affirmative
recruitment.

'fund
recruitment
trips.
In
addition,
finances permitting,
woman
student
might
accompany those professors just
as minortiy students accompany
professors
in the minority
recruitment
program.
The
students did find professors to
recruit, but on November 4, the
administration's
position had
altered
substantially.
When
informed
that eight' faculty
members
had
indicated
a
willingness to recruit women the
administration's
response was
that
no finances could' b~
devoted to the recruitment. of
women'
that
year. Several
explanations were given for the
revocation; probably the most
truthful one was that no one had
ever imagined that more than
one professor would be willing
to recruit.

, In the spring of 1970 Harvard
gave their women law students
In most jurisdictions without
$700 with which to recruit a law school education it is
women. Similarly, in 1970 the impossible to take the bar exam,
Yale Law Women's Association
therefore
administrators'
was give $1700 which included decisions
regarding women's
money
for recruitment.
In recruitment have a far-reaching
addition
Yale women often effect
on
the 'up-coming
a.ccompanied
recruiting
generation of lawyers. A law
professors to encourage women .school education is analagous to
to atend
Yale. Affirmative
apprenticeship
programs in
recruitment
is whatever
is many industries. Under Title VII
necessary to get results. The of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
entering
class at Catholic
industries
which
have
University Law School is 33% historically excluded minority
female, at Rutgers Law School it groups and women from certain
is 44% and at Northeastern it is jobs have been compelled not
50%.
only to stop excluding these
Secondly,
women
have groups, but also to actively and
a g g res s i vel y
r e c r u it
discussed this issue with the
under-repr esentedt
groups.
deans previously and have not
Further, federal courts have held
been
convinced
of their,
that statistics may be used to
co m m itment.
. Affirmative
demonstrate
whether or not an
recruitment for women was first
employer is in compliance with
actively
pursued
by women
students . last year when it the federal order.
became known that for the
It would seem that the NLC as
1970-71 year there had been
an institution of law should not
approximately
373 female
stand aside awaiting the creation
applicants as compared to 2700
of specific administrative agency
male applicants to the N LC. On
to
monitor
the
equal
October
14,
1970 several
opportunity
programs
of
educational institutions. Rather,
students
spoke
with
the
it would seem that the NLC out
administration
about recruiting
of
its
sense
of social
more females. At that time the
administration
stated that if responsibility and legal integrity
ought to voluntarily respond to
women law students could find
the clear expressions of a federal
professors who were interested
mandate.
in recruiting women at women's
colleges, the law school would
reinstatement.
.
In many ways, the Court was
reasserting the standard that an
order of disbarment
is not
punitive against the offending
conduct.
The
disciplinary
lawyer. But it is entered for the
measures taken are discretionary _ protection of the' profession and
with the local bar and ultimately
the public, and that it also has a
the courts, which may disbar,
subordinate
purpose
of
suspend or merely censure the reformation
of the offender.
attorney as the nature of the These ends were met in this
offense' and past indicia of
instance. Neither the public nor
character may warrant.
the professional interest were
The recent experience of one
likely to be harmed by granting
William Bennethum (278 A.2nd
the petition for reinstatement.
831) illustrates this. Disbarred in
At least here anyway, the
1960 for false testimony and attorney
disciplinary
process
fabrication of evidence in his
reflected
a pragmatic
criminal trial for wilfull failure
professional consideration
and
to file income tax returns, the
not merely an absolute personal
Court reinstated him in 1971.
or moral standard.
The Court was particularly
influenced by the fact that no
Quote of the week:
innocent client suffered from his
'misconduct
(only the Federal
"The business of America
and State taxing authorities).
Additionally,
his conduct, his
is business. "
life in the community and his
sincere contrition and regret for
his past action indicated to the
-President Calvin Coolidge
Court
he was
worth
of

a Must
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Ralphie,

Come Home to Mama!

by David Kaufman
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader has certainly made his
mark in the world, but little is
known
of his private life.
Understandably,
his mother
might be a little uneasy that her"
son is not leading a "normal"
life, to wit:
Dear Ralph,
Ralphie, come home! Your
father and I are worried sick
. over you, the way you've ruined
your life. We scrimped and saved
so that you could go to Harvard
Law School and make a big
success of yourself,and
look
what
you do. What's the
matter'-Wall Street's not good
enough for you? We were patient,
Lord knows we were patient. We
didn't want it to come to this.
You were going through a'
rebellious stage followed by
mellow maturity, we thought.
But
you're
thirty-seven
now-thirty-seven-and
instead
of a family you've nurtured a
bunch
of
Raiders. You've
become famous all right, but
you must know by now that
there's no money or security in
raiding. Leave .it to the kids,
Ralph; it's not a job for a grown

man.
You were so different when
, you were young. r remember in
high school you were a regular
hot-redder with your souped-up
Corvair-boy, you were unsafe at
any speed .So dashing a figure
you were, why you were even
voted best-dressed high school
student one year. You were
gorgeous in your black suit,
string tie and penny loafers-ebut
do you have to wear the same
clothes now? I mean styles do

If the massive shock wave following the bloodshed at
Attica State Prison has accomplished nothing else it has once
again placed the issue of prison reform squarely before an
unwilling public. This time it has a captive audience: there is
no way through which the events of a. few weeks ago may be
permitted to pass by without some kind of response and it is
the nature of that response which shall decide whether Attica
will be the last great prison riot in this country or the first in a
series of future outbreaks.
There is no serious dispute as to the general outlines upon
which the improvement of our penal system should proceed;
I was speaking to that nice
we have only to consult the proposals made by every
Mr. Roche the other day-you
enlightened advocate of prison reform since Beccaria's
know, the President. of General
celebrated "Treatise on Crimes and Punishments" of 1764.
Motors-and he told me that you
The problem lies with implementing the necessary reforms. We
certainly needed new directions
do not, after all, live in Plato's Republic and therefore we
in your career. He said he had
cannot, as might be preferable, leave the matter of reform
been following your career very
solely in the hands of the. experts: the wardens, the
closely, and a change of pace
criminologists, the psychologists and the other authorities. To
would do wonders for you, not
effect reform we must work through the existing political
to mention Mr. Roche. I mean
system and therein lies the pitfall which must be avoided at all
the way you get so worked up'
costs: the threat that the convenience of ideology shall be
over the FTC, the ICC, and the
preferred to the discipline of reason.
FDA-I mean who cares? Most ,
In spite of the great American dream of taking the politics
people I know don't even know
out of politics, it is inescapable that all social issues have
what the initials stand for. Dad
political implications. It is likewise inescapable that if Attica is
says all he cares about is a clean
permitted' to become the political tool of any faction the
pair of BVDs when he wakes up,
whole issue of prison reform is in danger of being obscured or
an on-time IRT at the station,
swallowed up altogether: It is entirely too easy to resort to
and his pack of cigarettes which
scapegoats or catchwords rather than to seek meaningful
say LSMFT; Son, I think you're
reform. It is also pointless ..Can it really be established that any
working with the wrong letters.
one individual or anyone cause was solely responsible for the
deaths at Attica? Is Warden Mancusi soley to blame? Or
I know how idealistic you
Commissioner Ozwald? Or Governor Rockefeller? If it is
are, but don't you think that it's
possible to lay all the blame on anyone man, why not William
about time you' got a little
Kunstler? Let it be remembered that it was Mr. Kunstler's
realistic about your life? I mean.
demogogic reference to he hundred odd demonstrators
suppose you met a nice girl-just
gathered outside the prison as "representatives of Third World
suppose-could
you support her
nations waiting for you accross the street" which may well
in the style she's accustomed to?
have encouraged the prisoners to hold out even longer. Such at
This is an important question,
least was the opinion of David Anderson, another negotiator
Ralph. You must prepare for the
and former executive director of the Rochester Urban League.
day when there's a Mrs. Nader in
It might be added that Mr. Kunstler and other like-minded
your life, and maybe little
individuals are presently converting Attica into grist for the
Naders, too. And just to help
propaganda mill against the war, Governor Rockefeller, and
you along, HAVE I got a girl
FOR YOU!
" ....
President Nixon. In this respect on is reminded of the words of
Frederick William Rolfe in "Hadrian VII": "The Church wants
Love,
martyrs my lord Cardinal. It wants them badly."
Mom
It is equally misleading and futile to resort to ,sloganeering a
la Tom Wicker. White racism was no more the sole cause of the
bloodshed at. Attica than Original Sin. This is true if for no
other reason than the obvious one: namely, that all victims of
white racism do not react by turning to crime. Similarly, to
_characterize murderers, thieves and arsonists as "political
prisoners" and to imply that they are above the law is to
suggest that if John Dillinger had proclaimed himself a Marxist
the. City of Washington is the department
in these delicate
he might be with' us yet.
pressing issue of these last weeks areas of policy formation since
In short, if prison reform is to be achieved it must be
in October.
the improvements worked out
advocated for itself and by itself alone, without the excess
From the vantage point of. will go for naught if the' field
rhetoric." Alone, the need for it is unanswerable. It is not even
Chief of Police Jerry Wilson, arrest forms are not used. If that
possible to argue that it will cost the taxpayers too much for
there was nothing to learn. happens the Counsel attorneys
as Justice Burger correctly points out, the public is already
Despite rulings by the District of wi II again go through
the
paying a fortune in hidden taxes for the defects of our judicial
.Columbia Court of Appeals and motions of trying to prosecute
system in the form of larger private police forces, increased use
the United States Court of people against whom they have
of security devices and other protective measures. It cannot be
Appeals questioning the legality no hope of getting convictions.
maintained that a man goes to prison solely through the fault
of his arrests and detention
Federal- and Superior
Court
of society. But what happens to a man once he is put behind
procedures in May, Chief Wilson judges have made it patently
bars is all but the exclusive responsibility of society. Therefore
plans on using those same clear that under Mayday-like
it is only simple truth to state that society shall either pay
methods
again. In televised circumstances
such cases will
whatever is necessary in taxes to reform our penal system or it
interviews on WETA and WMAL again be disrnissed: One Counsel
shall pay in blood. This being the case, the issue is far too
during
June,
Chief Wilson attorney, when asked whether
important to be exploited or abused by anyone and we as law
emphasized the need for what he his office concurred with Chief
~students should be among the first to realize this. Ifwe do not,
terms
the
"common-sense
Wilson's' policy, the effect of
then we have failed to do our part to lay the ghost of Attica to
approach"
in handling mass which
would
be again to
rest and when it stalks the land with bloody steps we may say
dernonstrations.
The arrest sacrifice the Constitution for the
with Macbeth: "Thou canst not say I did it! Never shake your'
forms will again be dispensed
sake of expediency, abruptly
,gory locks at mel" The choice rests with each of us.
with "if the need arises,"
changed the subject.
according
to
WI'lson's
From federal officials the "restraint." It appears that the
The
Urban
Law
statements. The "need" is solely
reaction is the same. There will
laurels of Executive praise and
.tnstttute
of Antioch
Chief Wilson's decision. Oh yes,
and the Coliseum will be rented
be" no chanqe in policy or approval will once again crown
College
will begin its
in advance.
procedure this fall, save only the the head of Jerry V. Wilson.
undergraduate clinical law
The stage, it seems, is set.
These policy statements were
possibility that they will be
school in the Fall of 1972.
potential
for another
made while conferences between
harsher. Despite what the courts The
ULI is presently in the
the police and the Corporation
have said, and in the face of Mayday saga is apparent, at least
'process
of
hiring
Counsel were taking place. The
clear
evidence
of
the on the side of the city officials
professors and instructors
purposes of these meetings were
unconstitutionality
of the Police and the federal government.
to teach
the clinical
reported as being to improve
Department's actions last May, There are many who argue
programs and has received
for
these
communications
between the
the Justice Department will back justification
applications
from
controversial
procedures,
and
two departments and to provide 'Chief Wilson.to the hilt.
Covington
and Burling,
Washington, D.C. law firm;
for better organization of such
In a speech before the perhaps there are elements of
truth in what they say. What is
Gary Bellow, California
things as trial dates for arrestees
Cleveland Rotary Club, Deputy
certai n is that IF the other side
poverty
lawyer; Terry
and the appearance by arresting
Attorney
General Kleindienst
Lenzer,
former
OEO
officers.
The
Corporation
stated that such "vicious, mob also plays its part from the
Mayday script there will be hell
Director of Legal Services,
Counsel seems to be taking a attacks" will not be tolerated
back
seat
to
the
police and praised Cheif Wilson for his in Washington.
change, Ralph. And ypu used to
show a healthy interest in girls
before all this Nader's Raiders
stuff
took up your time.
Remember Mary Lou Schwartz,
your high school sweetheart? She
was such "a nice girl-al}d her
folks had lots of money, too.
Her father could have set you up
in a nice corporate practice. But
you ruined that too by all those
ridiculous demands you made of
her. You insisted she wash all
her laundry by hand .with· soap
a nd water because all the
detergents
had phosphates.
Then you made her give up her
AAA membership
for some
reason known only to you.
Cyclamates and breakfast cereals
were taboo for her; too. But the
real topper, Ralph, were those
unit-pricing dates with Mary Lou
at the area supermarkets: While
all the other kids were at the
soda shop or at the movies that
poor girl was lugging an adding
mach ine at Safeway's.
She
couldn't take it, Ralph, and I
don't blame her. Why can't you
meet a nice, normal consumer
and
settle
down? Maybe
attending
Tricia and Eddie's
wedding at the White House
turned you off. to marriage-but
not all brides dress like Shirley
Temple.
Yes, Ralph, I'm afraid we've
got a lemon for a sen-sand what
do you do with your lemon? You
try to squeeze all that nonsense
out of him, that's what you do.
Maybe" you' can emulate your
brother
George,
the
accountant-I can assure you his
pockets are never empty. And at
least we' know how to get in
touch with him. I know you
have good reasons for not

divulging
your
address
indiscriminately-but
we're your
parents, Ralph. And' we can't
call you either because you
don't have a phone. The only
way we can find you in an
emergency is to call up Congress
and find out which hearing
you're testifying at that day •.

D.C. Police to Repeat Tactics
in Response to Fall Offensive
by Edward J. Kiley
A springtime in Washington is
many
things.
Graduations,
concerts, festivals; a potpourri of'
happenings
arrives
in the
nation's capital with the first
warm rays of the spring sun. A
riot of colors and sounds assaults
the senses of even the most
hard-boiled resident. In recent
years, new sights and strange
sounds
have come to be
accepted here, right along with
those of a more traditional
nature. The heavy, measured
tramp of marching and the pop
of gas canisters-olive
drab
fatigues and M-16's are fast
becoming as normal as the sweet
fragrance of cherry blossoms.
But Mayday was different.
There was just too much to see
and hear for it to be merely
"another demonstration." There
were too many soldiers and too
many arrests; too many hard
words and too many unyielding
opinions. Gone were the flowers'
in the gunbarrels, the songs and
the banners. Both sides had
come to the edge, an edge from
which there could be no retreat.
Mayday was the climax-the
Ultimate \ Demonstrati.jl~ There
couldn't be another. Or could
there?
Washington is now girding
itself for what the Peoples
Coalition For Peace and Justice
calls the "Fall Offensive." What
those three days in May taught

Political Expediency
or Prison Reform
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CLINICAL
LAW,from p.l----

GWStatus Drops
who
do supervise
clinical
programs also teach two or three'
other courses a semester.

legal assistance are forced to
1 0 0 k tow a r d sst
u den t
organizations such as the' Legal
Aid Bureau. Critics of, Law
Center policy argue. that the
school's
administration
and
faculty are more than willing to
allow students to obtain four
credits of clinical law as long as
administra tlve
and faculty
resources are not expended in
the process and traditional legal'
thought is not disturbed.
'
e.
h
This un willingness lor t e
dmi istration and faculty to
.a
rns
I
I.
devote more of their own
energies into developing the
clinical programs necessary to
place
more
socially aware
attorneys
into
the
legal
.
,
t'
th
community,
IS
cos mg
e
National Law Center its position
di
1 1
as one 0 f t h e Iea 109 ega
-educational institutions.
c.
'
Proressor
John Banzhaf, who
was give tenure by ,the faculty
only after students mobilized to
his aid, says in regard to GW's
clinical program that, "This
school has not moved into
clinical law, rather a small
number of people have moved

On the
national
level,
Harvard,
UCLA,
Stanford,
Michigan, Yale and Pennsylvania
Law Schools have semester
programs
in which several
students work at the "Center for
Social Policy" in Washington,
receiving a full semester's worth
of credit. These programs are
not
confined
to
the
"prestigious" law school sphere.
The . University of Denver Law
School has established internship
P,Togramsin nearly every field of
law. One-fifth of a Denver law
student's time is devoted to
these programs. The Law School
has a clinical law department
staffed by one full-time and two
part-time law professors whose
duties consist of organizing and
funneling students into Denver's
legal community,
as well as
creating new opportunities for
the law students at Denver to
work
in clinical programs.
Beginning this year, a law
student will work for Ralph
Nader's "Center for the Study of
Repsonsive Law" and receive
one semester's credit. ,Denver
law students can also receive six
credits over two quarters while
working for the Environmental.
Protection
Agency
on a
par tic ular legal-environmental
problem,
discussing strategies
with other students who work in
similar programs. Because of
Colorado law school pressure,
the Colorado state legislature
passed an act allowing any year
law student, attending a state,
law school, to practice with full
attorney rights in any court in
the state.

the
profession

al

school

that a
could

graduate
a person without,
professional
experience.
UTe
'"
have, and the faculty
has
recognized no coherent clinical
programs.
Dean Kramer during the

ex
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a legal Right

Editor's Note: The following article is imposed them; and the ambiguity of when an
reprinted from the March 29, 1971 edition of THE abortion is necessary to preserve the life of the
AD VOCATE. It produced much controversy, mother, or when pregnancy threatens the health'
including a lengthy rebuttal from ,GW Religion of the mother, has made most physicians afraid to
ProfessorSonya A. Ouitslund, which wasprinted
even discuss abortion with their patients:
in this newspaper's previous issue. Because'of
Women bear the full brunt of the reproductive
space limitations we were unable to print it
process. Although nine months of pregnancy and
simultaneously with Ms. Ouitslund's article.
However, the issue is deemed to be of such strenuous childbirth is. a joyful experience for
importance that THE ADVOCA TE is reprinting
many women, for others the prospect, of
Ms. Edgar'sarticle in this issue.
motherhood is a resented accident.
by Cynthia Ed!iar
,'n all Western societies, women hav~ been the
F"
'
I I b '
I
primary keepers of the home and children. As
'
osslbb ears ago , ~ga .a ornons ,:",ere a most . society and technology have developed and
rmpossi e to 0 b tam m the United States,
women's
help
in 'production
has becom e
Forty-eight states permitted abortion only to
unnecessary, the scope of the female role has
preserve the life of the mother; Alabama and the been narrowed until today, motherhood is almost
District of Columbia permitted abortions to save
the sole occupation
and pre-occupation
of
the health of the mother, but the uncertainty of
women.
the definition of "health" prevented most doctors
Yet this "duty"
conflicts with the high
from performing abortions except in extreme
expectations raised in women by education,
circumstances.
affluence, and increased leisure time. More and
' By 1970, eleven states had broadened the legal more women resent forced childbearing as the
grounds for abortion, and in two states-Hawaii
determinant of how they must spend the greater
and New Yorkwithin a stated period of part of their lives. Many of these women will
gestation abortion is virtually, available upon
pay any cost (and the cost is exorbitant-at
demand. It appeared that the old and impassioned
minimum between $300·$500) to retain some
debates on abortion would be absorbed in a control over the course of their lives.
groundswell of liberalization.
Dr. Christopher Tietze, associate director of
The New York legislators, however, repealed
the' Biomedical Division of the Population
the old abortion restrictions only with tears and Council and a renowned student of abortion, has
prophecies of doom. The Maryland legislature is estimated
between 200,000 and 1,200,000
for the second consecutive year being stymied in illegal abortions, This estimate has been raised to
an attempt to pass an abortion law similar to that

,~~~O~~h:~~~~~:~~

into clinical law programs and

controversy over the Urban Law
Institute said, "We have been
and are dedicated to attempting'
, al
new
approac h es t 0 I eg
education in a number critically
relevant and important areas of
poverty and urban law, and we
will
strive, to improve and
At Loyola University in Los'
pan
d 0 u r c lin i c a I
Angeles, law students even drive
commitment-our
commitment
their
clients
to court if
to
the
first
hand
study
of law in
necessary. The school will pay
the
world
beyond
the
classroom.
court filing fees for the indigent.
Loyola's
,Community
Legal It fact, we are in the process of
expanding this commitment by.
Assistance
Center,
through
changing
its emphasis from a
which the school channels its
limited
graduate,
or post Juris .
clinical education,
completed
Doctor (JD) program, to an
hundreds of cases last year.
extensive
program
directly
in vol vi n g man y m 0 r e
In
a UCLA
program
supervised by Professor Monroe undergraduate law students." ,
It is difficult to argue that
Price, one man worked on the
drafting
of Indian
tribal the above commitment is being
fulfilled. If the Law Center's
constitutions
for
three
reservations in Bishop, California status as a leading educational
area.
Two
students,
both insititution is not to diminish
Indians, spent part of last year at further, say many members of .
the Law School community,
the Department of the Interior
and
.helping revise the Handbook of then the administration
faculty must alter their direction
Federal Indian Law.
and expend or reallocate the
The National Law Center has funds necessary to initiate new
not implemented
comparable clinical projects, accessible to all
programs. Students looking for students, as an integral part of
contact with people in need of the curriculum.

FINEST PHOTOGRAPHS

Abortion:
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of New York. And Senator Packwood, who last
yehar intbrod~ced a billbin thefu.s. dse,natehtoD~larifY
w .en a ornon may e per or me In t e istrict
of Columbia (again, along the fines of the New
Yor k Iaw )' IS reconsiideri
ermq hiIS proposa I t hlIS year
because of the opposition he has encountered.
Abortion statutes in a majority of states, still.
follow, with some variations, the original
prohibition of any abortion unless necessary to
preserve the life (or health) .of the mother.

"Liberal"
abortion
laws generally add that
abortion is lawful if performed for one or more of
the following reasons: Pregnancy results from
incest or rape; pregnancy threatens the physical
or mental health of the mother; pregnancy is
likely to produce a de-formed or retarded child.
Although
statutes
vary as to residency
requirements,
many hospitals have voluntarily

~:~p~~~~OB~~e~r~~~~~~eR;:~:r~~yJ~~~e~:_~~~~
figure of 1,000,000 illegal abortions per year, and
4,000,000 live births per year, we see that one
out of five pregnancies ends in abortion; this
figure corresponds to Kinsey's findings in 1958,
which held that urban white, educated women
aborted % to 1/5 of all pregnancies. "
In contrast,
10,000 legal abortions
are
(
performed annually excluding New York and
Hawaii, where the new abortion laws have been in
effect for less than a year).
~ Most students agree that at least 5000 deaths
per year
are attributable
to abortion
complications. In Eastern' Europe, where abortion
is essentially available upon demand, the death
rate is 30 per 1,000,000 abortions. This rate has
(See ABORTION, p. 8)

'Seminar to Probe
Potomac Pollution
Wisconsin Sen. Gaylord Nelson,
by Dennis Koehler
In what should prove to be a who led the battle against the
SST, is most likely to give the
radical departure from last year's
program, which introduced local keynote address.
law students and attorneys, to
The
second
session will
the hodgepodge
of
the
nature
and scope of identify
environmental
degradation
in federal, regional, state, and local
general,
the National
Law agencies
which
have been
Center's
Environmental
Law created
to deal with, the
Society this year will focus its Potomac's
problems. Panelists
attention
on
a specific
who will attempt to bring some
environmental problem of great order to this chaos by painting
local significance: the pollution
their own agency's efforts in the
of the Potomac River.
best possible light, will represent
Scheduled for Friday and the Environmental
Protection
Saturday, November 19 and 20, Agency,
the
Washington
this year's ELS Short Course on Suburban Sanitary Commission,
Environmental
Law will be the
U.S.
Army Corps of
presented in four sessions,each
Engineers, and the Maryland,
designed to present and analyze
Virginia, and District water
a large aspect of the ,River's control agencies.
problems through the use of
The third session, which will
distinguised
speakers
and be moderated by Prof. Arnold
panelists.
W. Reitze, Jr., director of the
The first session will identify
N LC's
Environmental
Law
the actual sources of pollution
Program,
promises
to bring
and the physical and biological together the most outspoken of
processes which have literally the real or fancied experts on
turned the Potomac River in the the Potomac, including such
metropolitan D.C. area into the controversial political figures as
"Nation's
Toilet."
Panel
Virginia Rep. Joel T. Broyhill
members will include local water ,and Prince Goerge's County's
and waste treatment officials,
William F. Gullett. Prodded by
scientists,
biologists,
and the Woody Allen-esque barbs of
sociologists,
with the latter Prof. Reitze, these and other
dealing specifically
with the
panelists are sure to illustrate for
social impact of the River's all who attend, the politics which
unusability on area residents,
is in reality responsible for the
particularly
the urban poor. Potomac's disgusting condition.

'Live television coverage is being
, planned
for this Saturday
morning session, which will be
held in the University Center
Ballroom. An additional feature
will be the use of the floor
convention format, in which the
audience, after the initial panel
discussion, will circulate freely
firing questions at each of the
panelists as they respond from
different spots on the ballroom
floor.
Pan e lists for the fourth
session
will
include
representatives
from,national
c.onservation organizations, local
citizen
action groups, and
community organizations, who
will provide both a critique of
the foregoing sessions and their
own solutions to the River's
problems. Also discussed will be
the potential of private litigation
for bringing about the desired
changes.
Ticket prices for this two-day
s h 0 rt course
have
been
tentatively set at $3.00 per GW
law student and $15.00 per
attorney; tickets for all others
will be $6.00. Included in the
price of admission will be
mi meographed
materials
outlining the subject matter of
the course. Course Chairman AI
Bass advises
all persons
interested in participating to
visit or call the Environmental
Law Society in Harlan-Brewer,
714 21st St. NW (Room 8),
676-7561,
and
watch for
subsequent course publicity.
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Stevenson Involved In EQUAL RIGHTS, from
Amendment
Public Interest law

p.l

Before House

by Dave Cooper
Teaching
a course
in
corporation law this fall at the
National Law Center is Professor
Russell
Stevenson.
After
graduating
from
Cornell,
Professor Stevenson spent two
years in the Pacific as a Naval
Officer
and
then
entered
Harvard Law School in 1966.
While at Harvard, Mr. Stevenson
spent the summer of 1967 in
Mississippi with the Lawyers
Committee, for Civil Rights
Under Law and edited the Civil
Rights-Civil
Liberties
Law
Review. After graduating from
law school In 1969, Professor
Stevenson spent six months in
Europe where he acquired some,
experience in international law.
From 1970 to early 1971,
Mr. Stevenson worked for the
firm of Surrey, Karasik, Greene,
and Hill in general corporate
practice. After receiving notice

indispensable in other pursuits ..
In addition, examination of conditions, such as night-work,
goes with the status. And those
Professor Stevenson said that
Supreme
Court
decisions
hours and weight-lifting.
who profess to be squeamish at
time spent in a good corporate. indicates that there is no present
In interpreting 'Title VII, the prospect of women dying in
law firm would be worthwhile
likelihood that the Court will Courts have begun to recognize' combat
should be equally
even though a young attorney's
apply
the Equal Protection
that
the
real "protection"
squeamish at the present reality
goal might be to work with a ' Clause in a manner which is afforded by such laws was the of men dying in combat.
public interest law firm. Asked likely to guarantee equality of presentation
of the male
The general principle of the
what new methods of financing
rights for women. Senator Ervin perogative for higher-paying jobs
ERA is to give equality of rights
might be available to public has argued that women have the allowing for upward mobility, a to men and women so that sex is
advocate law firms, Stevenson
protection of their rights which prerogative
virtually
immune
not a factor in determining the,
mentioned that in addition to is required under the' Equal from female competition. For
rights one enjoys. However,
grants,
fees
from
client
Protection Clause.
instance, while a benefit allowed
there are two loqical exceptions
consumer ,organizations,
and
In fact, the 14th Amendment
women in some states is the
to this rule: the ERA would not
some contingency fees, local has not been applied by the provision of chairs for rest
preclude legislation or official
lawyers or law firms could Supreme Court to guarantee an periods"
no state provides
action
relating to physical
donate
a portion
of their
individual female citizen the women with job security for
characteristics unique to one
revenues to establish a public right to work at any lawful maternity leaves of absence as to
sex, and would not preclude
interest firm for their area; and occupation
of her choice, guarantee their employment
legislation respecting personal
he also endorsed the suggestion 'although the Court has applied after
the
birth
of child.
pr lvacy, For example,
laws
that university students could the Equal Protection Clause to Si milarly, 'weight-lifting
laws providing
maternity
benefits
allocate a portion of their
insure that right to Chinese have barred women from Jobs would not be violative of the
student
fees to finance a Iau n dry men, , J a pa n e se requiring the lifting of 15to 35
ERA 'since only women can
community law firm as has been fishermen, a train conductor,
pounds,
approximately
the
qualify as mothers. Similarly,
done in Berkeley.
and an Austrian cook. Thus, the' weight of a small child; and yet
laws regulating sperm donors
The middle class, Stevenson
point is not that the 14th mothers lift their children many
would stand since only men can
suggested, is in greater need of Arne n d men t co u Id betimes
every day without damage
fulfill this function. This is not
interpreted
to
provide
to themselves. Finally, hours
discrimination, but is rather a
protection
for the rights of laws which restrict women in simple recognition of a phvslcal
women, but rather that it has working overtime are justified
characteristic unique to one or
not been so interpreted, and that on the 'doubtful ground that al! 'the othersex. To those who raise
at present, there is no reason to or substantially
all women 'the argument that men and
anticipate that it will be.
cannot or do not want to work women will suffer the shock of
Opponents of the ERA have overtime.
being forced to use the same
levelled two.' principal charges
Thus, it would appear that 'r~strooms and bedrooms, the
a g a ins t the
pro p o sed
those labor organizations which .answer is that the .Supreme
Amendment: it would eliminate
have opposed the ERA because
Court can extend the right of
the "protective"labor
legislation it
wo u Id dim inish the
privacy recognized in "Grizwold
beneficial to women, and it "protection" enjoyed by female v Connecticut"
to permit
would subject women to the members under state' laws are separate restrooms and sleeping
draft.
sadly misled.
quarters in public institutions.
The issue of "protective"
The extension of the draft to
The reason that the ERA
labor legislation is fast becoming women is the other argument
enjoys a more favored position
a red herring. Discrimination in voiced with greatest vehemence
before this Congress than it has
the terms of conditions
of against the ERA. The draft is in .the past is in large part due to"
employmen"t
is
always
possibly
the most onerous
a new militancy among women
prohibited by Title VII of the burden
of citizenship; thus, in America. The women of
Civil Rights Act of 1964: when women are excluded from America
know that
polite
consequently, the trend has been the draft, their status is reduced.
society looks with horror at one
toward the elimination of state The notion persists that women who
tells an ethnic joke,
restrictive labor legislation, since should be less concerned with portrays racial stereotypes, or
these state laws are superseded' the affairs of the world than ,acknowledges
religious
Professor Stevenson's reaction to a bright student's answer
by federal law.
men, and that men who have prejudice. Yet, in this same
of his appointment last Spring, legal assistance as individuals
The. Equal" Employment
served
their
country
are society, women are the butt of
he left the firm to work for the than
any
other'
economic Opportunities
Commission,
uniquely
qualified
to wield crude jokes on the cocktail
Environmental
Law Institute stratum because the rich can charged with the enforcement of
political power and to make circuit, the object of gross
where he served as associate afford, to pay legal fees and the Title VII, has proposed that
political decisions.
, dis c rim ina t ion
in
the
editor ofthe Environmental Law poor can obtain free legal help, those laws which are protective
Thus
when
women are employment
and educational
Reporter
and conducted
a but the middle class must pay its because they actually confer a excluded from the draft, they
sector, and caricatured pawns of
s e min a r on
Fed 'e r a I own way out of a very meagre, benefit be extended to men,
are denied the right to shoulder
the advertising world. I think
environmental law.
budget.
while those laws which are in the
f u I I bur den
0 f
that the women of America, in
Last
Spring,
Professor
Stevenson and other lawyers fact
discriminatory
in the
responsibilities and enjoy the their push for the ERA and their
Stevenson
also
helped to in the metropolitan Washington regulation of women in their
full complement of privileges 'determination
to make their
organize the liberal Washington area, formed the' Washington employment be eliminated.
associated
with citizenship.
political
muscle felt, have
Council of Lawyers and now Council of Lawyers to work for
There are three types of Women now lack both the .resolved that they will no longer
serves as its interim chairman.
law reform, provide litigating state protective labor laws: 1) privileges 'and responsibilities of content themselves with the
Interviewed last week by lawyers for worthy progressive Laws-which confer benefits such
full citizenship status, and most
leavings and bits and pieces of
theAdvocate,
Professor
causes and serve as a spokesman as, a day of rest, or minimum
~ertainly lack the respect that
the rights enjoyed by meA.
Stevenson expressed his views on for the views of lawyers who feel wage laws,' 2) Laws which
F
or an evening introduction to some organizations active in
several subjects and discussed unrepresented by the, traditional .exclude women from certain
.
.
.
'
women's
rights, e.g. the Women's Political Caucus, the
some of his recent act!.vltles.
lawyers groups in the area such jobs, such as bartending, mining
.
Women's
-Leqal
Defense Fund, the National Welfare Rights
D
C
B
A
Professor Stevenson said that as the . . ar ssociatlon, _
and employment
in certain
·
h
C
'1
h
Id'
Organization,
the
National Organization for Women, the
L
t
S
he was in favor of more clinical
as pnnq, t e ounci
e
Women's Equity Action l.eaque, t'he A'CLU and others, come
Iunc h eon. into the qualifications., of all
law courses, particularly during a coun t er- Laway D
the second and. third years, but featuring Sen. Harold Hughes, to Super lor; Court.
Judges In
to Georgetown University Law Center (1st and F st.,N.W.)
emphasized that the casebook express
dissatisfaction
that response
to
the
apparent
8:00 p.rn., October 14, 1971 (a group will leave from the NLC
study method was still essential Robert
Mardian
Assistant improprieties
committed
by
at 7:15) Come Along!
provided
that
the
policy Attorney General for Internal many ,in the last fe~ years.
I-:--------~--------------questions and reasons behind Security'
at the
Justice
Professor
Stevenson
IS also
rules of law were fully explored. Department had been chosen to co-plaintiff with Professor Kuhn
THE ADVOCATE is your
He does not think that a law speak at the official luncheon 'In a' suit against Police Chief
forum-USE IT!
school should exclude those who sponsored by the D.C. Bar Wilson, the District of Columbia,
WRITE
do
not intend to become Association. Stevenson said that and the Justice Department. He .
Contact The Advocate
. upon po I'ICy this was one of the Council's is hopeful that his suit or that off
Harlan Brewer House
attorneys; emp h asrs
questions should equip those first "coups" since attendance at the ACLU to enjoin the use 0
676.7325
who will never actually practice the Hughes luncheon was much sweep and arrest tactics in the ."---,_
law with
knowledge
and greater than at the official District will have some effect at ....--------,
understanding
of
s y s tern
t hat

the
will

LEO'S
SANDWICHES

Our Specialty
2133 G Street

legal
be

luncheon.
least in the long run, in spite of
Last Friday the Council filed the. endorse,:"ent of. ~ils~n's
a petition with the Commission tac~l~ ~Y hlg~ admlnlst~atlon
on Judicial
Disability and 'offiCials including the PreSident.
Tenure to investigate Judge
Women's
Rights
Burka and his fitness to serve in
Committee
Meeting at
view of comments made recently
4:00 p.m. in Room 31 on
by him in the city's Superior
Wednesday,
Oct. 13,
Court. In addition, the Council
1971.
has launched an investigation

'$ ONE DO' LLAR OFF $
Any Purchase over $5 or
10% Off Under $5 with Coupon
'

Open 7 days & 6 nights a week
Canal Square Bookstore
1054 31st Street, N. JoY.
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ABORTION, from p.6

Law Enters Abortion Debate
been substantiated by the' rate of death for legal
abortions in the U.S. Thus, a legai abortion is no
more dangerous than a tonsillectomv, and is safer
than. ~rryin!l the chitd to term (which has a death
rate of 291/100,000 live births).
Studies'
from
Scandinavia
indicate that
physical .and mental complications are-rarely
serious or permanent. Psychological repercussions
seem to occur in only a small minority of women
(less than 25%). Serious psychological injury
affects only 11% of women undergoing abortion;
of those, many of the .women did not make. the
decision themselves, or were deserted by the
father.
The vast majority of women undergoing
abortion are married; most are middle class and
the mothers of other children. Studies in New
York and Minneapolis indicate that between 2/3
and 3/4 of aborted women are married, though
not all actually five with their husbands. Within
this group of married women, the highest rate of
abortion falls within the age groups of 16-25 and
40-50. Users of contraception
more than
non-users seem to utilize abortions, and data that
abortion rates increase as -educational levels rise
indicates, that as parity increases, abortion is used
primarily to limit the ultimate size of the family
rather than to space children.
Legally, women are caught in a controversy
between the rights of the fetus to be born, and
the rights of the mother to be free of the
responsibility and burden of an unwanted child.
The rightsof the father are interposed somewhere
in the middle.
Probably the crux of the controversy is the
widespread belief that abortion is a form of
murder.
This belief
centers
around the
assumption
that conception delineates the
existence of a human ,being with full rights of a
living person. The validity of these assumptions
. have plaqued law, medicine, and religions for
centuries.
Murder as presently defined relates only to the
taking of human life; thus, the question is not
when life exists within the womb of the mother
but when human life exists. Physicians as a
whole- particularly non-Catholic physicians- do'
not believe' that a human being exists at
conception. Medically, the union of the sperm
and egg produces a special organization of cells
which may develop into a human being if
permitted to do so or if conditions are right.
With the advent of organ transplantations and
medical .advances, physicians have redefined
death-that
is, the cessation of life-as a totally
non-functioning brain. The brain of a fetus does
not begin to function until the seventh month.
Medically. this is a better del ineation of human
life than conception, Seven months is also the
time when a fetus is viable, that is, can sustain life
outside of the womb. It is useful to note that
physicians
define
natural
abortion
as
"miscarriage" during the first five months of
pregnancy, and as "premature birth" thereafter.
The fetus acquires legal personality at birth.
For purposes of homicide, a fetus is considered a
human' being. when it has become viable. The
execution of a pregnant woman is stayed only
-atter the child has quickened. No state requires a
death certificate for the death of a fetus before
the twentieth week; and up to the fifth month of
gestation, the fetus may be disposed of without
the usual formalities required for the disposition
of a corpse. Most states do not allow the fetus to
recover for pre-natal injury unless the child is
born alive, and those that do allow the fetus to
recover for wrongful death seem to measure
damages by the harm to the parents. Until the
fifth month at least, the states apparently do not

On Traffic Deaths
UNDER THE ROBE. By Dean Coffin,
Whitmore Publishing Co. 274 op. $6.95.
by Edward J. Kiley
More than 55,000 people are killed in a year
on the nation's highways and thousands more
injured, many permanently. The causes are drunk
driving, poor automobile maintenance and a
myriad of other factors and are the subject of this
novel.
Grand Rapids, Mich., is a city with an
over-crowded
traffic 'court
which provides
$500,000 annually for the city coffers but has
done nothing to decrease a traffic fatality rate

SBA Fails to Give
Women's Group Aid

their energies to correct these
recognize the existence of a human being within
by C. Ellen MacNeil
existing prejudices.
the embryo.
,.
The women at the Law
This reliance, was certainly
Thus, the 'insistence that human life begins at Center are confronted
with
not justified. The SBA's decision
conception seems to be primarily founded upon
unstated,
but
none-the-less
not to fund recruitment
of
religious definitions; only the CatholicChurch has blatant sexism in recruitment of
women
is consistant
with
specified that human life begins at conception,
students to the Law Center. The
discriminatory
and that the fetus has the same rights as the administration claims they have historical
practices both at the Law Center
mother. It is significant that no religious groups· no recruitment policies. They
and in the legal profession. The
other than the Catholic Church (which rejects all do, however, have standard
SBA felt that they could not set
contraceptive devices) has objected to the use of recruitment of men, as well as
the
precedent
of funding
the IUD-a device which dislodges the fertilized
special recruiting programs for
recruitment
programs because
egg from the uterus, preventing development.
minority group students. They
Whatever the merits of the religious and moral have recognized their obligation they might be called upon by
other minority groups for the
'delineation of life, it is evident that abortion can to take affirmative action in this
same support. They did fund the
not be prohibited on such a delineation, for to do phase of recruitment. They have
Women's Rights Committee for
so would contravene the First Amendment. Those' not met that same responsibility
recruitment. last year, Are they
women and physicians who believe that fetal life in regard to women.
ignoring their own precedent?
becomes human life at birth, or at viability, or at
Since
the
administration
Other
minority groups are
some other point, are precluded from living and denies such sexist policies exist,
supported
by the administration
acting in. accordance with their 'moral and and therefore refuses to-correct
for
recruitment,
but what if they
philosophical beliefs.
them, we asked the SBA to be
weren't?Doesn't
the SBA have a
Since the fetus is not legally accorded the receptive to the needs and
rights of a full human being (or indeed, of a demands of an increasingly large, moral obligation to correct the
inequities it encounters within
human being at all). and the health aspects favor though still under-represented
the
Law Center?
abortion, the abortion statutes constitute an segment of the Law Center, by
We
are certain that if an
invasion of privacy of the kind struck down by allocating a portic>n· of the
the Supreme Court in Griswold v. Connecticut.
' 71·'72 budget for specific analgous racial inequity existed
Just as the decision to use contraceptives is an . recruitmenfof women. We were they would utilize all their talent
aspect of the private marital relation into which foolish or naive 'enough to look and energies in alleviating that
the state may not inquire, the decision to remedy to the SBA as a new generation situation. All we are asking
the failure of contraceptives is a private decision of the legal profession who that that same sense of justice
morality
be used in
which the state may not regulate. Again, one would not hold sexist prejudices. and
correcting
sexist
discriminatory
must note that no state has banned the IUD.
We relied on their sense of
Griswold has been extended by the courts to justice and morality to use all practices within their institution.
other, non-marital sexual matters, and it seems
evident that a' state's
alleged interest. in
discouragiog
non-marital
intercourse
is no
.
justification for the substantial invasion of the
privacy incurred by the abortion statutes. At least
by Gary Strausberg
nee d e den
vir a n men t a I
one District Court has already invalidated an
The
Director
of the
protection .
abortion statute on this ground.
Environmental
Law Instititue, Professor 'Stevenson ran the
Further, and perhaps more important, the Professor Stevenson, conducted
Seminar by inviting various
statutes violate the due process clause of the a seminar on environmental law
people with some expertise in an
Fourteenth
Amendment.
The choice as to for federal legal interns this past
aspect of ecology for every
whether to bear, children is essential to a sum mer.
The r e
wen:
session. Prior to each session
meaningful definition of liberty and control over a p pro x i mat ely
t h irt y
the participants
were given
one's own life. Just as the state does not require a participants
from' a dozen
reading material as a way of
man to become a father. or even' to marry. the different federal agencies. The
preparing them for meaningful
state can not make this demand on women (it is participants
were
mostly
participation
in the seminar
not significant that the woman consented to the students who had completed
discussions.
The
speakers
intercourse which resulted in conception; so did two years of law school and
included scientists, sociologists,
the man, and neither can be said to have also were all clerking as legal interns
economists, and lawyers making
intended conception). -'
for the federal agencies in
it possible to cover-a broad range
Realistically, it is the woman who must care Washington. The seminar was
of topics.
for the child once it is born. If she does not need conducted
every
Thursday
Asked whether the program
to support herself, she must still give up several afternoon for ten weeks.
was,
successful
Professor
years of her life and liberty to care for the child.
The
program
initially
Stevenson replied, "Yes, I was
If she must work, she must pay for someone else stemmed
from
a recomrelatively pleased with it. The
to care for the child, thus depriving her of a mendation of the Legal Advisory
only problem was that I didn't
substantial amount of property. Thus, to deny Committee to the Council on
know personally all of the
women the option of abortion constitutes a Envjronmental Quality. It was
speakers and a few of them were
deprivation of life, liberty and property without sponsored by the Environmental
disappointing."
Based
on
due process.
Law Institute and the funds
evaluation forms that he handed
It is of course true that the father retains some were provided by the Ford
out
to
the
participants
interest in the fate of the fetus. It is,also true that Foundation.
'Stevenson
said the response was
the woman alone bears the physical burden of
generally very favorable.
bearing the child, and in all probability will have
Perhaps the most significant
to care for the child: that is, the woman has the
With the new realization that
thing that can be said about the
greater interest in whether a child should be ecology looms as one of the
Seminar is that it symbolizes a
borne. Laws which require the husband's consent major issues of this decade the
new awakening in both the
for his wife's abortion in effect give the husband program
was
designed
to
private and public sectors to the
the ultimate decision' over his wife's life. This is acquaint
prospective
law
idea
that
environmental
.
graduates who may work for the
inconsistent with articulations by the court that
. h
education is one of the most
marriage
is a partnership
rather than a government, Wit the legal, as
pressing needs in our society
master-servant relationship. A better way' to, well as the social and scientific,
today.
protect the husband's interest might be to provide aspects of both present and
that the husband can get a court order to prevent
the abortion providing he is willing to undertake
the full care and responsibility of the child.

is

EL I Conducts Seminar

well above the national average. The suggested
solution by Mr. Coffin is the establishment of a
~ second court presided over by a young judge
more interested in justice and traffic safety than
in fattening the city treasury.
The plot is well conceived and moves crisply.
through crises, personality conflicts, and a plot by
the city fathers and the senior' judge to have the
young judge removed from. the bench for
violating the Canons of Judicial Conduct.
What Mr. Coffin has given us is enjoyable light
reading, a believable plot-although
a bit
contrived-and
some interesting
character
delineation. What is missing is what the publisher
says is the purpose of the book-an
in-depth
analysis of traffic courts.

If you are tired use room 20 as your bedroom

